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This chapter focuses on Received Signal Strength (RSS) based indoor positioning.
It first provides an overview of various indoor localization techniques employing RSS
including lateration methods, machine learning classification, probabilistic approaches,
and statistical supervised learning techniques. It then compares their performance in
terms of localization accuracy through measurement studies in real office building environments under representative WiFi and ZigBee wireless networks. It further surveys
techniques and methods that are developed to support robust wireless localization and
improve localization accuracy, including real-time RSS calibration via anchor verification, closely spaced multiple antennas, taking advantage of robust statistical methods
to provide stability to contaminated measurements, utilizing linear regression to characterize the relationship between RSS and the distance to anchors, and exploiting RSS
spatial correlation. Finally, it concludes with a discussion of popular location-based
applications.

12.1

Introduction

The widespread deployment of indoor wireless technologies is resulting in a variety of
location-based services. For instance, in the public arena doctors want to use location
information to track and monitor patients in medical facilities and first responders need
to track each other and locate victims during emergency rescues. On the other hand, in
1

the enterprise domain, location-based access control is desirable for accessing proprietary
corporate materials in restricted areas or rooms. For example, during corporate meetings,
certain documents can only be received by laptops reside within the involved conference
rooms, which requires location-aware content delivery. In addition, asset tracking also
relies on location information. To ensure the wide deployment of these pervasive applications, accurate positioning is important as the location is a critical input to many
high-level tasks supporting these applications. In addition, in indoor environments, such
as shopping malls, hospitals, warehouses, and factories, where Global Positioning System
(GPS) devices generally do not work, indoor localization systems promise the benefits
of accurate location estimates for wireless devices such as handheld devices, electronic
badges and laptop computers.
Compared to various physical modalities for localization, such as Time of Arrival
(ToA) [1], Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) [2], and Angle of Arrival (AoA), using the
Received Signal Strength (RSS) [3–5] is an attractive approach to perform localization
since it can reuse the existing wireless infrastructures, and thus presents tremendous
cost savings over deploying localization-specific hardware. Also, all current standard
commodity radio technologies, such as WiFi, ZigBee, active RFID, and Bluetooth provide
RSS measurements, and consequently the same algorithms can be applied across different
platforms.
Performing RSS-based localization is a challenging task due to multipath effects in
unpredictable indoor settings. These effects include shadowing, i.e., blocking a signal,
reflection, i.e., waves bouncing off an object, diffraction, i.e., waves spreading in response to obstacles, and refraction, i.e., waves bending as they pass through different
mediums. Thus, the RSS measurements will be attenuated in unpredictable ways due
to these effects. To tackle these challenges, recent studies have resulted in a plethora of
methods for localizing wireless devices using RSS. This chapter provides an overview of
various indoor localization techniques employing RSS including lateration methods, machine learning classification, probabilistic approaches, and statistical supervised learning
techniques. We then study the localization performance by presenting representative
evaluation metrics. We further compare the performance of various localization algorithms in terms of localization accuracy through real office building environments using
prevailing WiFi and ZigBee wireless networks.
Furthermore, we survey techniques and methods that are developed to support robust wireless localization and improve localization accuracy, including real-time RSS
calibration via anchor verification, multiple closely spaced antennas, taking advantage
of the robust statistical methods to provide stability to contaminated measurements,
utilizing linear regression to characterize the relationship between RSS and the distance
to anchors more accurately, and exploiting RSS spatial correlation. Finally, we conclude
the chapter by presenting current and emerging applications that leverage the location
information.
2

12.2

RSS-based Localization Algorithms

An indoor positioning system consists of a set of anchor nodes (e.g. WiFi access points
or traffic sniffers) placed at known locations in the area of interest, and a wireless device
carried by the person or attached to the object that needs to be localized. During the
operation of localization, radio signals are transmitted between the wireless device and
multiple anchors. Based on the received wireless signal at either the anchors or the
wireless device, a localization algorithm estimates the position of the wireless device.
We next describe a generalized localization model that the localization algorithms are
based upon to map the observed RSS in signal space to the physical location in the
physical space [5].
In a generalized localization model, let us suppose that we have a domain D in twodimensions, such as an office building, over which we wish to localize wireless devices.
Within D, a set of n anchor points are available to assist in localization. A wireless device
that transmits with a fixed power in an isotropic manner will cause a vector of n signal
strength readings to be measured by the n anchor points. In practice, these n signal
strength readings are averaged over a sufficiently large time window to remove statistical
variability. Therefore, corresponding to each location in D, there is an n-dimensional
vector of signal readings s = (s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ) that resides in a range R.
This relationship between positions in D and signal strength vectors defines a fingerprint function F : D → R that takes our real world position (x, y) and maps it to a
signal strength reading s. F has some important properties. First, in practice, F is not
completely specified, but rather a finite set of positions (xj , yj ) is used for measuring a
corresponding set of signal strength vectors sj . Additionally, the function F is generally
one-to-one, but is not onto. This means that the inverse of F is a function G that is not
well-defined: There are holes in the n-dimensional space in which R resides for which
there is no well-defined inverse.
It is precisely the inverse function G, though, that allows us to perform localization.
In general, we will have a signal strength reading s for which there is no explicit inverse
(e.g. perhaps due to noise variability). Instead of using G, which has a domain restricted
to R, we consider various pseudo-inverses Galg of F for which the domain of Galg is the
complete n-dimensional space. Here, the notation Galg indicates that there are different
algorithmic choices, i.e., various localization algorithms, for the pseudo-inverse.
We use signal strength to illustrate the generalized localization model is because
signal strength is a common wireless signal modality used by a widely diverse set of
localization algorithms. For instance, radio-frequency (RF) fingerprinting approaches
utilize RSS [3, 6], and many lateration approaches [7] use it as well1 . In spite of its
several meter-level accuracy, using RSS is a natural choice because it can re-use the
existing wireless infrastructure and this feature presents a tremendous cost savings over
deploying localization-specific hardware. We next provide an overview of a representative
set of algorithms using RSS to perform position estimation.
1
Chapter 15 describes fingerprinting approaches in more detail and Chapter 6 describes lateration
approaches in more detail.
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12.2.1

Approach Overview

There are several ways to classify localization algorithms that use signal strength: rangebased schemes, which explicitly involve the calculation of distances to landmarks; and RF
fingerprinting schemes which originated from machine learning classification, whereby a
radio map is constructed using prior measurements, and a device is localized by referencing this radio map through classification. We provide an overview of various indoor
localization techniques employing RSS including lateration methods, machine learning
classification, probabilistic approaches, and statistical supervised learning techniques.
They can be further categorized as range-based methods, such as lateration methods and
Bayesian Networks, and RF fingerprinting strategies, including fingerprinting matching
using machine learning classification and maximum likelihood estimation using probabilistic approaches.
In lateration methods, the RSS measurements are used to perform ranging between
the wireless device and anchor points based on fitting a signal propagation model, and
then the location of the wireless device can be computed via trilateration.
For the machine learning classification via fingerprinting matching, it first builds a
priori radio signal strength map of the localization region during the training phase
based on the measured signal strengths (i.e. RF fingerprints) at different locations. By
comparing the online measured RSS to the pre-constructed signal map using some optimization criterion, the location can be deduced. For example, the minimum Euclidean
distance in the signal-strength vector space can be used as an optimization criterion as
described in RADAR [3]. In these approaches location estimation is only considered
through the value of the RSS measurements.
On the other hand, probabilistic approaches have been proposed, where the RSS is
treated as a random variable that may be modeled by a log-normal distribution [8] at
a specific location. In these approaches, a signal strength probability distribution based
on the RSS measurements is modeled. During the localization phase, the position of
the targeted wireless device is estimated using probabilistic methods, such as maximum
likelihood estimation.
In addition, Bayesian Networks and Kernel methods (which is discussed in Chapter
XX) are methods that utilize the statistical supervised learning approach [9]. In statistical supervised learning, it infers a function from supervised training data. The training
data consist of a set of training examples including input vectors, such as the RSS from
a set of anchors and a desired output value (i.e. the location of the wireless device).
The localization algorithms that perform supervised learning analyze the training data
and produce an inferred function, which is called a classifier that predicts the location
of wireless device for any valid input RSS vectors. We will now examine each class of
algorithms in more detail.

12.2.2

Lateration Methods

Lateration is the most common method for deriving the location of a wireless device [10–
12]. By estimating the distance from a wireless device to multiple anchors, lateration
approaches derive the wireless device’s location based on least squares methods.
4

In particular, RSS is employed to estimate the distance between a wireless device and
an anchor. We next show an example on how to use off-line training phase to estimate
the propagation model parameters so as to derive ranging information from the measured
RSS during runtime localization phase. We note that there are some approaches treat
the propagation model parameters as nuisance parameters that are examined along with
the position2 .
Example 12.1 Parameter estimation in the signal propagation model
In this example, we show that the radio propagation parameters can be estimated
from the training data collected during the off-line training phase.
Solution: During the off-line training phase, RSS samples are collected at various
known locations from multiple anchors and distances are calculated from the known
locations to anchors. The measured RSS readings and the corresponding distances
are then used to fit the signal propagation model based on the signal-to-distance
relationship [8, 13]:
 
d
P (d)[dBm] = P (d0 )[dBm] − 10γ log10
+ Xσ ,
(12.1)
d0
where P (d0 ) represents the received power of a wireless device at the reference distance d0 , d is the distance between the wireless device and the anchor, γ is the path
loss exponent and Xσ is the shadow fading, which follows zero mean Gaussian distribution with σ standard deviation. Given the RSS and distances, linear regression
is usually used to fit the propagation model [14].
During the runtime localization phase, there are two steps: ranging and lateration.
In the ranging step, according to the measured RSS from the targeting wireless device
and the fitted signal-to-distance relationship (i.e. the propagation model parameters),
the distances between the wireless device and multiple anchors can be calculated. In
the lateration step, the location of the wireless device can be estimated according to
distances between the wireless device and the anchors based on least squares methods.
In the literature, there are two popular methods: Non-Linear Least Square (NLS) and
Linear Least Square (LLS), in the lateration step.
Non-Linear Least Square (NLS): Given the estimated distances di from the
targeting device to anchors and known positions (xi , yi ) of the anchors, the position
(x, y) of the wireless device can be estimated by finding (x̂, ŷ) satisfying:
(x̂, ŷ) = arg min
x,y

N p
X
[ (xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2 − di 2 )]

(12.2)

i=1

where N is the number of anchors that are chosen to estimate the position of the wireless device. Non-linear least square can be viewed as an optimization problem where the
objective is to minimize the sum of the square error. This is a nonlinear least squares
2

Chapter 11 describes lateration approaches in more detail.
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problem, and usually involves some iterative searching technique, such as gradient descent or Newton method, to get the solution. Moreover, to avoid local minimum, it is
necessary to re-run the algorithm using several initial starting points, and as a result the
computation is relatively expensive.
Linear Least Square (LLS): The LLS approach linearizes the NLS problem by
introducing a constraint in the formulation and obtain a closed form solution of the
location estimate. We next show an example of how the NLS problem can be linearized
by introducing a constraint in the formulation.
Example 12.2 Transforming the NLS problem to a LLS problem
Solution: Starting with the N ≥ 2 equations:
(x1 −x)2 +(y1 −y)2

= d21

(x2 −x)2 +(y2 −y)2

= d22
..
.

(xN −x)2 +(yN −y)2

(12.3)

= d2N

Now, subtracting the constraint
1
N

1
2
2
i=1 [(xi −x) +(yi −y) ]= N

PN

PN

(12.4)

d2i

i=1

from both sides of each equation, the following set of linear equations can be obtained

1
1
[(x21 − N
2

1 PN
1 PN
(x1 − N
i=1 xi )x+(y1 − N
i=1 yi )y=
PN
1 PN
1 PN
2
2
2
2
2
i=1 xi )+(y1 − N
i=1 yi )−(d1 − N
i=1 di )]

..
.

1
1
[(x2N − N
2

(12.5)

1
1
(xN − N
i=1 xi )x+(yN − N
i=1 yi )y=
PN
P
N
1
1 PN
2
2
2
2
2
i=1 xi )+(yN − N
i=1 yi )−(dN − N
i=1 di )].

PN

PN

Therefore, the above can be easily rewritten using the form Ax = b with:




A=



and







1
b= 2 





x1 −

1
N

1
xN − N

(x21 −

(

PN

..
.

i=1 xi

PN

1
N

1
x2N − N

i=1

y1 −
yN −

xi

PN

1
N

PN

2
1 PN
2
2
i=1 yi )
i=1 xi ) +(y1 − N
P
N
1
2
2
−(d1 − N
i=1 di )

..
.

1 PN
2
2
i=1 xi )+(yN − N
i=1
1 PN
2
−(d2N − N
i=1 di )

PN
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i=1 yi 

..


.

P
N
1
y
i
i=1
N

yi2 )

(12.6)








.





(12.7)

Note that A is described by the coordinates of anchors only, while b is represented
by the distances to the landmarks together with the coordinates of landmarks. Thus, the
estimated location of wireless device using linear least squares is: x = (AT A)−1 AT b.
Due to the subtraction, the solution obtained from the linear equations (12.7) is not
exactly the same as the solution of the original nonlinear equation (12.2). The calculation
of the linear equations solution requires low computational power and the obtained
solution can serve as the starting point for the nonlinear least squares problem. In
general, nonlinear searching from the linear estimate produces more accurate results
than the linear method at the price of a higher computational complexity.

12.2.3

Classification via Machine Learning

The fingerprinting matching proposed in [3] can be viewed as a machine learning classification method. In [3], a K -nearest neighbors (K -NN) method is used for positioning
wireless device based on the closest known locations (i.e., training points) in the preconstructed signal map. Thus, in the K -nearest neighbors method, the location estimation of the wireless device is assigned as the average location of its K nearest locations
in the signal map. If K = 1, then the position estimate of the wireless device is simply
assigned as the location of its nearest known location in the signal map.
In particular, this kind of localization process through matching includes two phases:
off-line training phase, which is used to collect the training data for constructing a radio
map, and on-line localization phase, which is used to estimate the position of the wireless
device based on the pre-built radio map.
During the off-line phase, a mobile transmitter travels to known positions and broadcasts beacons periodically, and the RSS readings at each known position are measured
at the set of anchors. The RSS readings together with the locations where the RSS
readings are collected are called RF fingerprints, i.e. {(xj , yj ), ss1 , ss2 , ..., ssN }, where
(xj , yj ), with j = 1, 2, ..., m, is the location of the mobile transmitter traveling and
ssi (xj , yj ) with i = 1, 2, ..., N , is the RSS readings at the ith anchor. To mitigate the
effect of noise, each ssi is either the averaged value or the median value of multiple
measurements collected over a time period. Collecting together the RSS readings from
m different locations from a set of N anchors provides a radio map.
During the online localization phase, localization is performed by measuring the
targeted wireless device’s RSS at each anchor, and the vector of RSS values - a fingerprint,
i.e. {ss′1 , ss′2 , ..., ss′N } is compared to the pre-built radio map. In the nearest neighbors
method, the record in the radio map whose signal strength vector is the closest in the
Euclidean sense to the observed RSS fingerprint is declared to correspond to the location
of the transmitter:
v
uN
uX
(x̂, ŷ) = arg min t (ss′ − ss (x , y ))2
(12.8)
(xj ,yj )

i

i

j

j

i=1

Other versions of this approach return the average position (e.g., centroid) of the top K
closest vectors; i.e., K -nearest neighbors (K -NN). For example, if K = 2, it takes the
7

closest two candidates and returns the mid-point between them. Other techniques from
the field of machine learning classification that have been used for indoor localization
include neural networks [15, 16], decision trees [17, 18] and support vector machines [19,
20]. A disadvantage of this approach is that it requires a large number of training points
to perform adequately and is labor intensive.
To reduce the training efforts, one approach is to use an Interpolated Map Grid (IMG)
is used to build signal maps [4]. Since the quality of the signal map is sensitive to the
number of known locations [21], the purpose of using an IMG is to improve the resolution
of the signal map so as to obtain better localization accuracy. Directly measuring the
RSS at a large number of known locations is expensive, the purpose of the interpolation
approach is to improve the quality of the signal map based on the averaged RSS readings
from a smaller number of known locations. We next show an example on how to build
an IMG from the collected fingerprints.
Example 12.3 Building an IMG signal map
Solution: The area of interest is divided into a regular grid of equal sized tiles. The
center of the tile is representative of its location. The tiles are a simple way to map
the expected signal strength to locations. Building an IMG is thus similar to ”surface
fitting”; the goal is to derive an expected fingerprint for each tile from the collected
fingerprints. There are several approaches in the literature for interpolating surfaces,
such as splines and triangle-based linear interpolation. For instance, triangle-based
linear interpolation, which divides the floor into triangular regions using a Delaunay
triangulation [4], can be used in IMG. The expected signal strength at the center of
each grid can be linearly interpolated.

When performing localization, given the observed RSS readings of a targeting wireless
device, Gridded-RADAR uses IMG to build the signal map and returns the (x, y) of the
nearest neighbor in the IMG as the one to localize.

12.2.4

Probabilistic Approaches

We next examine the probabilistic approaches, where the RSS is treated as a random
variable that can be modeled as a log-normal distribution at a physical location [8],
one category of probabilistic methods is maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [22, 23].
Assuming the targeted wireless device is located at location Lj = (xj , yj ), given the
online observed RSS values s, i.e. s = {ss′1 , ss′2 , ..., ss′N }, the estimated location of the
targeted wireless device based on the MLE is given by:
(x̂, ŷ) = arg max{p(Lj |s)},
Lj

(12.9)

where p(Lj |s) denotes the probability that the wireless device is at location Lj .
Using Bayes’ rule, the above equation is equivalent to finding the position Lj which
maximizes
P (s|Lj ) × P (Lj )
P (Lj |s) =
.
(12.10)
P (s)
8

Without a priori information about the position of the wireless device, we can assume
that the probabilities that the wireless device located at different places are equally likely.
Therefore, the equation (12.10) can be rewritten as:
P (Lj |s) = c × P (s|Lj ),

(12.11)

where c = P (Lj )/P (s) is a constant.
Equation (12.11) can be further simplified by assuming conditional independence of
the measurement from all anchors:
P (s|Lj ) = P (ss′1 |Lj ) · P (ss′2 |Lj ) · · · P (ss′N |Lj ).

(12.12)

Assuming the RSS measurements at each location follow a log-normal distribution, the
expected RSS vector at each location, i.e. ssi (xj , yj ), P (s|Lj ) for every location Lj can
be computed. Finally, the MLE returns the location Lj which maximizes P (s|Lj ).
Rather than returning a single location, the position estimate can instead be given as
an area of confidence. For example, the area-based probability (ABP) method [4] tries
to return an area bounded by a pre-defined probability level that the wireless device
is within the returned area. In this approach, the pre-defined probability is called the
confidence level, which is an adjustable parameter, and is represented by the parameter
α. In the ABP method, it first divides the whole area of interest into a set of tiles.
The RSS vector of each tile is represented by the expected RSS vector at the center
of each. This can be done by using one of the aforementioned interpolation methods
such as linear interpolation.
Given that the wireless device must be located within the
Pm
area of interest, i.e.
P
(L
j |s) = 1, ABP returns the top probability tiles up to its
j=1
confidence, α.

12.2.5

Statistical Supervised Learning Techniques

The statistical supervised learning method infers a function from supervised training
data. A localization algorithm that utilizes statistical supervised learning analyzes the
training data and produces an inferred function that predicts the location of a wireless
device based on the input RSS vector. We next introduce Bayesian Networks as an
example of localization algorithms that employ statistical supervised learning.
Bayesian networks, also called belief networks or probabilistic networks are graphical
models for representing the interaction between variables visually. A Bayesian network
is composed of nodes and arcs between the nodes. Each node corresponds to a random
variable, v, and has a value corresponding to the probability of the random variable,
P (v). If there is a directed arc from node v to node w, this indicates that v has a direct
influence on w. This influence is specified by the conditional probability P (w|v). The
network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), namely, there are no cycles. The nodes and
the arcs between the nodes define the structure of the networks, and the conditional
probabilities are the parameters given the structure.
Adopting a Bayesian Network (BN) for RSS based localization [7], BN encodes the
signal-to-distance propagation model into the Bayesian Graphical Model for location
estimation. In DAG, the parents of a vertex v, pa(v), are those vertices from which
9

(a) M1 model

(b) M2 model

Figure 12.1: Bayesian Networks localization algorithm: Bayesian Graphical Models using
plate notation
point into v. The descendants of a vertex v are the vertices which are reachable from v
along a direct path. A vertex w is called a child of v if there is an edge from v to w. The
parent(s) of v are taken to be the only nodes which have direct influence on v, so that v
is independent of its non-descendant given its parents. In BN, the overall joint density
of v ∈ V , where v is a random variable, only depends on the parents of v, denoted pa(v):
Y
p(V ) =
p(vi |pa(vi )).
(12.13)
v∈V

Once p(V ) is computed, the marginal distribution of any subset of the variables of the
network can be obtained as it is proportional to overall joint distribution.
Figure 12.1 presents two Bayesian Network algorithms, M1 and M2. Each rectangle
is a plate, and shows a part of the network that is replicated; the nodes on each plate
are repeated for each of the N anchors whose locations are known. The vertices X
and Y represent location; the vertex si is the signal reading from the ith anchor; and
the vertex Di represents the Euclidean distance between the location specified by X
and Y and the ith anchor. The value of si follows should a signal propagation model
si = b0i + b1i log
pDi , where b0i , b1i are the parameters specific to the ith anchor. The
distance Di = (X − xi )2 + (Y − yi )2 in turn depends on the location (X, Y ) of the
measured signal and the coordinates (xi , yi ) of the ith anchor. The network models noise
and outliers by modeling the si as a Gaussian distribution around the above propagation
model, with variance τi :
si ∼ N (b0i + b1i log Di , τi ).
(12.14)
The initial parameters (b0i , b1i , τi ) of the model are unknown, and the training data
10

is used to adjust the specific parameters of the model according to the relationships
encoded in the network. Through Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation,
the BN returns the sampled distribution of the possible location of X and Y as the
localization result.
The M1 model utilizes a simple Bayesian Network model, as depicted in Figure 12.1(a),
and requires location information in the training set in order to give good localization
results. The M2 model extends this to a hierarchical model as shown in Figure 12.1(b),
which makes the coefficients of the signal propagation model have common parents.
The BN M2 algorithm can localize multiple devices simultaneously with no training
set, which can significantly reduce the labor-intensive efforts of training data collection
during location estimation.

12.2.6

Summary of Localization Algorithms

We summarize RSS-based localization approaches and their main characteristics in Table 12.1. Compared to the other methods, lateration based approaches are sensitive to
RSS noise caused by environmental bias, e.g., multipath effects. On the other hand, the
machine learning classification and probabilistic approaches are robust to environmental
bias and RSS noise. However, they either need to collect a large number of training
data to build RSS profiles and is thus labor intensive, or require prior knowledge of RSS
distributions. Concerning localization using statistical supervised learning, it has the
advantage of being able to localizing multiple devices at the same time; and can return
reasonable localization accuracy even without training.

12.3

Localization Performance Study

The performance of each of the localization techniques needs to be evaluated through
various aspects. In this section, we first outline the main evaluation metrics and then
present a performance comparison across different localization algorithms using WiFi
and ZigBee networks.

12.3.1

Performance Metrics

The set of evaluation metrics that we overview includes: accuracy, precision, robustness,
complexity, and stability.
Accuracy. For a given localization attempt, accuracy is the Euclidean distance
between the location estimate obtained from the localization system and the actual location of the targeted wireless device in the physical space. Accuracy is also referred
to as localization error or distance error. Usually, the average or median distance error
is adopted as the performance metric. The better the accuracy, the better the location technique. Thus, accuracy can be used to evaluate the overall performance of the
localization techniques.
Precision. Precision is defined as the success probability of position estimations
with respect to the predefined accuracy. Precision details the statistical characterization
11

Table 12.1: Summary of RSS-based localization approaches and their main characteristics.
Approach

Description

Lateration

- Two steps are involved: ranging and
lateration. During ranging, the distances
between the wireless device and multiple
anchors can be derived according to different
measurement modality. RSS is one of the
approaches to be used for ranging. During
lateration, the location of the wireless device
can be estimated according to derived distances based on least squares methods.
- Pros: This method is simple to use and
works well in free-space.
- Cons: This method is sensitive to RSS
variation, e.g., multipath effects.

Machine
Learning
Classification

- It builds a priori radio signal map of the
localization region during the training phase
based on the measured signal strength (i.e.
RSS fingerprints) at different locations. During localization, by comparing the online
measured RSS to the pre-constructed signal
map, the location can be deduced.
- Pros: This approach is robust to RSS noise
and environmental bias, e.g., multipath effects;
- Cons: It is labor intensive to build signal
map.
- The RSS is treated as a random variable by
modeling it with a log-normal distribution at
each location. The position of the wireless
device is returned as the most likely location
with highest probability.
- Pros: This approach is robust to RSS
noise and environmental bias, given the priori
knowledge of RSS distribution at large number of locations.
- Cons: It needs to use the RSS-distribution
as priori knowledge, e.g., obtain RSSdistribution through training.
- This approach derives the sample distribution of the estimation locations based on statistical learning.
- Pros: This approach has the capability of
localizing multiple devices at the same time;
and returns reasonable localization accuracy
even without training data.
- Cons: It can be computational intensive.

Probabilistic
Approaches

Statistical
Supervised
Learning
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Algorithm
Example
Nonlinear
Least
Squares
(NLS)
and
Linear Least
Squares
(LLS)

RADAR,
K -nearest
neighbors
(KNN)
and
Support
Vector
Machine
(SVM)

Maximum
Likelihood
Estimation

Bayesian
Network

of the localization error, which varies over many localization trials. It measures how
consistently the localization technique works and reveals the variation of localization
errors. In some works, precision is defined as the standard deviation of the localization
error or the geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) [24, 25]. However, generally the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the localization error is used for measuring
the precision of an indoor localization system. When the accuracies of two location
algorithms are the same, the algorithm which gives better precision is preferred. In
practice, precision is described by either a CDF or the percentile format. For example,
one typical indoor location system has a location precision of 97% within 30 feet (the
localization error is less than 30 feet with probability of 97%), and median error as 10
feet.
Robustness. A robust positioning should be able to function normally even when
some signals are not available, or when some of the RSS patterns haven’t been seen before. For example, the signal at an anchor point may be blocked, thus the RSS reading at
that anchor point may be missing or incorrect. Sometimes, the environment changes, for
example due to furniture relocation, or the presence and mobility of human beings, will
change the RSS patterns. In addition, some anchors could be out of function or damaged
in a harsh environment. For example, under malicious attacks, the attackers can control anchor points and manipulate the RSS measurements. The positioning techniques
have to use this incomplete information to localize the wireless devices. Therefore, it is
important to measure the robustness of the localization algorithms. In all these cases, if
a localization technique is robust, then it should be able to provide the wireless device’s
position information without a reduced accuracy even if the quality of the measurement
is reduced.
Complexity. Complexity of a localization system can be attributed to hardware,
computing, and human intervention/efforts during deployment. The most commonly
used measure of complexity is the computing complexity, which is the complexity of the
localization algorithm. If the computation of the localization algorithm is performed in
a distributed manner (i.e., on the wireless device side), then we would prefer localization algorithms with low complexity, which can extend the operation life of the devices
which have the limited battery or power supply. Alternatively, we can use localization
latency, the time it takes for a wireless device to localize. The first time and amortized
latencies are different. For example, the first localization of a wireless device is long, but
subsequent localization attempts in nearby areas are typically much faster.
Stability. Stability measures how much the location estimate changes in the physical
space in response to small-scale movements of a wireless device. Stability is a desirable
property in localization systems, since a location estimate should not move too far in
the physical space if there is a small-scale movement of the wireless device. For instance,
when someone works at his office desk and moves his laptop 1 feet away, the localized
position of the laptop should not change too much.
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(a) WINLAB

(b) ORBIT room

Figure 12.2: Deployment of anchors and training locations on the experimental floors [27,
28].

12.3.2

Performance Investigation using Real Wireless Networks

We next compare the performance of different localization algorithms using WiFi and
ZigBee wireless networks by focusing on accuracy and precision. We first describe the
experimental scenarios in real office building environments. We then examine the experimental results across localization algorithms under different experimental scenarios.
Experimental Scenarios. Figure 12.2 shows two experimental scenarios for localization performance comparison. The floor map in Figure 12.2(a) is the Wireless
Network Laboratory (WINLAB) at Rutgers University, which has the floor size of 219ft
by 169ft. Both a WiFi network and a ZigBee network are deployed in WINLAB. The
ZigBee network is implemented using Tmote Sky motes. The second experimental setup
shown in Figure 12.2(b) is the ORBIT testbed in WINLAB [26], a large scale indoor
wireless testbed, which consists of 400 wireless nodes in a 20 × 20 regular grid with an
inter-node separation of 3ft spanning a total area of 3600 sq ft. The WiFi network is
used in the ORBIT testbed.
The distinctive characteristic between these two experimental scenarios are the number of anchor points and the propagation environments. In the WINLAB office setup, it is
a typical indoor propagation environment with heavy multipath effects due to the walls,
furniture and people movement. There are 5 anchors shown as stars in Figure 12.2(a)
and denoted as A, B, C, D, and E. On the other hand, in the ORBIT testbed, there
can be up to 400 anchor points and the propagation environment is free of major shadowing and with limited multipath effects. Each wireless node in Figure 12.2(b) can be
configured as an anchor point.
Furthermore, the small dots in Figure 12.2(a) are the training points where the RSS
readings are collected at each anchor. There are total 101 training locations in WINLAB
setup. On the other hand, in the ORBIT testbed, the RSS readings are measured at each
grid point. Thus, there are total 400 training locations in the ORBIT testbed. At each
location, about 350 packets of RSS are collected and the averaged RSS for each location
14

Table 12.2: Performance Study: Localization algorithms used in WINLAB environment.
Algorithm

Abbr.

Non-linear Least Squares

NLS

Linear Least Squares

LLS

Fingerprinting Matching

RADAR

Area Based Probability

ABP

BN

Lateration based algorithm,
Non-linear Least Squares are used
Lateration based algorithm,
Linear Least Squares are used
Classification based method,
Returns the nearest neighbor: K = 1
Probabilistic method using IMG,
Returns the most likely area: α = 0.75
Tile size in IMG: 10inch x 5 inch
Statistical supervised learning
Bayesian Graphical Model: M1
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Figure 12.3: Performance comparison: localization error CDF across different algorithms
under the WINALB experimental scenario [27].
is used. To evaluate the different algorithms, the well-known leave-one-out approach is
used to divide the data into training and testing sets. That means one location is chosen
as the targeted location whereas the rest of the locations as training data. For example,
in the lateration based algorithm, one location is randomly chosen to be localized and
the rest of the data (i.e., training data) are used to fit the propagation model (e.g.,
equation 12.1) to get the propagation parameters, such as path loss parameters.
Performance Results. The algorithms under evaluation in the WINLAB office
experimental scenario are: NLS, LLS, RADAR, ABP, and BN. These algorithms are
summarized in Table 12.2.
We note that when using ABP, because it returns the most likely area in which
the targeted wireless device may reside, the localization error is defined as the median
localization error from the returned area.
The localization results in both WiFi network and ZigBee network are depicted as
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of localization error in Figure 12.3. We
observed that the overall performance of localization algorithms under the WiFi network
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Table 12.3: Performance Study: Localization algorithms used in ORBIT testbed.
Algorithm

Abbr.

Non-linear Least Squares

NLS

Fingerprinting Matching
Gridded RADAR

GR

Highest Probability

H1

Bayesian Network

BN

Description
Lateration based algorithm
Non-linear Least Squares are used
Classification based method using IMG
Returns the nearest neighbor: K = 1
tile size in IMG: 2inch x 2inch
Probabilistic method using IMG
Returns location with the highest probability
tile size in IMG: 2inch x 2 inch
Statistical supervised learning
Bayesian Graphical Model: M1

1
0.9
0.8
0.7

CDF

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
GR
BN
H1
NLS

0.2
0.1
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Error (feet)

Figure 12.4: Performance comparison: localization error CDF across different algorithms
under the ORBIT testbed experimental scenario [28].

is better than that of the Zigbee network due to the fact that WiFi device is more
reliable than motes [27]. First, the median error from different algorithms ranges from
7 feet to 20 feet in the WiFi network, whereas it is from 8 feet to 30 feet in the Zigbee
network. For both networks, ABP performs the best because it uses a fine-grained
signal map via the IMG technique, while lateration based method performs the worst
because of the inaccurate ranging information derived from the RSS readings affected
by the unpredictable indoor setups. In addition, RADAR and BN have comparable
performance in both networks. The median error is about 10 feet in the WiFi network
and 20 feet in Zigbee network, respectively.
We now turn to study the algorithms under evaluation in the ORBIT testbed. The
algorithms under study are summarized in Table 12.3. Figure 12.4 shows the localization
error CDF across different algorithms using the ORBIT testbed with 400 anchors [28].
With the high density of anchors and benign propagation which is essentially LOS, the
performance of all the algorithms improves significantly. Again, the algorithms using
IMG have the best performance, while the lateration based method underperforms the
other algorithms. Particularly, Gridded RADAR (GR) and Highest Probability (H1)
have the best performance with median errors of 0.31 m and 0.33 m, respectively. Using
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Bayesian Networks (M1) performs slightly worse, with the median error at 0.58 m. NLS
performs the worst with median error of about 2 meters. This is because the lateration
algorithms generally are very sensitive to data from low-quality anchors among the large
number of anchors that cannot be fitted in the propagation model [28].
From the results in these two experimental scenarios, the following important conclusions can be drawn:
1. The IMG technique can improve the localization accuracy of RADAR, ABP, and
BN localization algorithms, because it provides a fine-grained signal map that
benefits these algorithms.
2. The lateration based method is sensitive to the RSS variations caused by multi-path
effects, radio interference or the off-the-shelf device diversity, and have the worst
localization performance. This is because the theoretical propagation model either
cannot describe complicated indoor environments (e.g., multipath effect) or need to
be calibrated due to device diversity (e.g., different transmitting power level), and
thus the ranging information derived from RSS together with propagation model
is inaccurate.
3. Except the lateration based methods, all the other localization strategies, such as
fingerprinting matching, probabilistic, and statistic learning, can achieve comparable localization accuracy and precision in a typical indoor environment.
4. Finally, a benign propagation environment or increasing the density of high-quality
anchors can improve the localization performance significantly.

12.4

Enhancing the Robustness of Localization

We next provide an overview of the methods that help to enhance the robustness of the
localization results. These methods are either specific to one category of localization
algorithms, (e.g., robust statistical methods can be applied to lateration techniques and
fingerprinting matching methods, and revisiting linear regression and correlation methods are suitable for lateration methods) or generic to all the localization algorithms, for
instance, employing multiple antennas to improve localization accuracy.

12.4.1

Real-time Infrastructure Calibration

In an indoor environment, radio signal propagation is affected by several factors such as
multi-path effects, environmental temperature and humidity variations, door’s opening
and closing, and the mobility of human beings. The RSS readings at a given location
will be very different over time since the indoor environment will change from time to
time. To overcome the degradation of the localization performance due to environmental
changes, it is necessary to calibrate the parameters of the positioning system, such as the
propagation parameters and signal maps. However, collecting RSS readings to calibrate
the localization system from time to time manually is labor intensive. For example,
collecting RSS readings at different locations to update the signal map periodically to
17
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Figure 12.5: System architecture for real-time infrastructure calibration.

maintain high accuracy is extremely cumbersome. Therefore, it is desirable that a localization system is able to adapt to the environmental changes and auto-configure itself in
response to environmental dynamics.
The localization system architecture presented in [29] aims to achieve real-time infrastructure calibration [30]. Figure 12.5 depicts the proposed localization system architecture from [29], in which anchors are transceivers with known locations. These
anchors record the signal of beacon broadcasts from each other. These signal links between anchors are made periodically to realize fully automated and on-line calibration
of the radio signal in the spatia-temporal domain. A mapping that characterizes the relationship of the signal measurements and the geographical distances to anchors is then
created on-line with certain mapping rules.
To mitigate the effects of environmental dynamics, besides utilizing the measurements of signals between the wireless devices and anchors to localize the wireless devices,
this localization system takes as an additional input the on-line measurements of signal
strength between anchors. The on-line signal measurements between the anchors are
used to capture the environmental changes, and to create a mapping between the signal
measurement and the actual geographical distance. To create a signal-distance mapping,
the online measured RSS readings and the corresponding distances between anchors are
used to fit the radio propagation model, which is presented in Section 12.1.
In addition, techniques such as truncated the SVD pseudo-inverse method [29] can
be used to improve the robustness of signal-distance mapping. Depending on the mode
in which localization will be performed, either a wireless device or the localization infrastructure measures the radio signal between the wireless device and its neighboring
anchors. Finally, the localization process applies the signal-distance mapping, infers
the wireless device’s geographical distances to anchors, and estimates its location via
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Figure 12.6: Localization error CDFs when using multiple antennas in the WINLAB
experimental scenario under the WiFi network [27].
lateration-based methods [14, 24].

12.4.2

Effects of Employing Multiple Antennas

As mentioned previously, using the RSS to perform localization is attractive since it
reuses the existing wireless infrastructure and is expected to provide tremendous cost
savings over deploying localization-specific hardware. However, a significant problem
with RSS is that small-scale multipath fading adds high frequency components with
large amplitudes to the signal at a given location. Thus, the RSS can vary by 5-10
dB with small (a few wavelengths) changes in location. Because the small-scale fading
effects occur at the level of several wavelengths (about 12 cm at 2.4 GHz), and the
granularity of the localization system is typically much larger (2-3 meters), using multiple
antennas spaced on the order of a few wavelengths presents the opportunity to smooth
out these effects, while maintaining the same number of anchors used by the localization
system [27].
To demonstrate the potential benefits, we next compare the localization accuracy
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across different localization algorithms when using multiple antennas [31]. Figure 12.6
presents the localization error CDFs of different localization algorithms including RADAR,
ABP, and Bayesian Networks when multiple antennas are applied. The experimental
scenario is the WINLAB environment under the WiFi network. The observation from
Figure 12.6 is that in nearly all cases the performance of localization algorithms improved
when using multiple antennas. This is because for RADAR, the collected training points
are directly used to build the signal map. The distances of the training points in the
experiments range from 5ft to 10ft. The improvement for the RADAR algorithm comes
from the reduced RSS variation when averaging RSS readings of three antennas. However, for ABP, a fine-grained interpolated signal map is used, where the tile size is around
10inch per side. When using the fine-grained interpolated signal map, the physical distance between two RSS samples is much less (i.e. several inches) than the distance
between two antennas (i.e. 1 to 2 ft in this experimental set) installed on one anchor.
Thus, ABP treats each antenna as a separate anchor and achieves the best performance
under the case of 3 − antenna − noavg.
In addition, Bayesian Networks present consistent behaviors when using different
Bayesian Graphical Models (i.e. M1 and M2). The performance of 3 − antenna − noavg
is slightly better than that of others, and the 1 − antenna performs the worst. This is
due to the fact that Bayesian Networks benefit from the smoothed out small-scale fading
when averaging RSS readings of three antennas. In summary, we can conclude that the
localization accuracy can be improved when employing multiple antennas in both cases
of averaging and not averaging the RSS readings from multiple antennas at each anchor
point.

12.4.3

Robust Statistical Methods

In indoor environment, signal strength measurements may be significantly altered by
opening doorways in a hallway, or by the presence of passers by. These measurement
errors caused by either unintentional human behaviors or intentional adversarial behaviors can be severe, and consequently degrade the performance of a localization method.
On the other hand, these measurement errors may only be present on a small subset
of anchors (i.e., specific radio links between a wireless device and the affected anchors).
The idea of the robust statistical method is to utilize the redundancy in the localization
infrastructure, i.e., only a portion of the RSS readings at certain anchors is affected
and not all of the RSS readings are affected. The strategy is to enhance the robustness
of the localization system so as to mitigate the effects of such measurement errors and
adversarial behaviors by taking advantage of the redundancy in the deployment of the
localization infrastructure to provide stability to contaminated measurements [32].
Statistical tools are developed to make localization techniques robust to measurement
errors and adversarial data. In particular, the methods developed make use of the median
as a resilient estimate of the average of aggregated data [33,34]. For example, in lateration
methods, rather than minimizing the summation of the residue squares, minimizing the
median of the residue squares is used to reduce the effects of measurement outliers. The
lateration algorithm is vulnerable to the ”outliers”.
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Given the distance from the wireless devices to the anchors di together with the
anchors’ location (xi , yi ), the device location estimate (x̂0 , ŷ0 ) can be found by least
squares (i.e. equation (12.2)). In order to achieve accurate localization estimation when
there are measurement errors present, LMS can be used instead of least squares. That
is, (x̂0 , ŷ0 ) can be found such that
p
(x̂0 , ŷ0 ) = arg min medi [ (xi − x0 )2 + (yi − y0 )2 − di ]2 .
(x0 ,y0 )

(12.15)

It is known that LMS tolerates up to 50 percent measurement errors among N total
measurements. The exact solution for LMS is computationally prohibitive, however, an
efficient and statistically robust alternative can be found in [35].

12.4.4

Revisiting Linear Regression

Radio propagation indoors is complicated by signal reflection, refraction, shadowing and
scattering due to the walls, furniture and the movement of people. According to the
connectivity between the wireless device and the anchor point, the signal propagation
can be classified into line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios [3, 36].
These two scenarios represent different signal propagation environments. Thus, under
different scenarios, the propagation parameters are different, such as the path loss exponent and the shadow fading as described in equation (12.1). The training data collected
in the area of interest usually includes both LOS and NLOS scenarios and we cannot
differentiate which scenario the targeting wireless device belongs to. Thus, in the off line
training phase, the fitted theoretical log-distance propagation model can not characterize
both LOS and NLOS scenarios simultaneously and will result in large errors in distance
estimation during the ranging step of RSS-based lateration methods, and consequently
the localization accuracy is significantly affected. In Section 12.3, we observed that RSSbased lateration methods underperform other indoor localization algorithms including
machine learning classification techniques, probabilistic approaches, and Bayesian Network localization.
To improve the applicability of RSS-based lateration methods in indoor environments
and further provide feasible mathematical analysis for indoor localization, a regression
model may be used over the theoretical log-distance propagation model to better model
the relationship between the RSS and distance and improve localization accuracy for
lateration methods in real-world scenarios [14].
The polynomial regression model is adapted to model the RSS to distance relationship
since the polynomials dominate the interpolation theory (Weierstrass’s Theorem) and
they are easily evaluated [37].
Example 12.4 Using polynomial regression model to model the relationship between the RSS and distance
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Solution: Given the M training points (di , RSSi ) collected in the area of interest,
where di is the distance between the wireless device and an anchor point and RSSi
is the corresponding signal strength reading at the training point i. The nth-degree
polynomial is fitted through the set of data and M sets of equations are obtained.
The ideal nth-degree polynomial should satisfy:
dˆi = a0 + a1 ∗ RSSi + a2 ∗ RSSi2 + ... + an ∗ RSSin

(12.16)

where aj (with j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n) are the coefficients of the polynomial, RSSi is
the received signal strength and dˆi is the estimated distance. However, there are
estimation errors ei . Thus, we have:
(12.17)

ei =(di −dˆi )=(di −a0 −a1 ∗RSSi −...−an ∗RSSin ),

where i = 1, 2, ..., M .
We use least squares approximation, in which the coefficients can be obtained by
minimizing the sum of the error squares, which is given by
E(a0 , a1 , ..., an ) =

i=M
X

(ei )2

(12.18)

i=1

The equation (12.18) is a function of variables, a0 , a1 , ..., an , which minimizes the
sum of error squares. We equate its partial derivatives to zero with respect to
a0 , a1 , ..., an . Then, we get
∂E P i=M
= i=1 −2(RSSij )(di −a0 −a1 ∗RSSi −...−an∗RSSin )=0,
∂aj

(12.19)

for each j, with j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n. By rearranging equation (12.19), we obtain the
normal equations:
P i=M
i=1

a0

RSSij di =

P i=M
i=1

RSSij +a1

P i=M
i=1

(j+1)

RSSi

+...+an

P i=M
i=1

(j+n)

RSSi

,

(12.20)

for each j, with j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n. Now, the coefficients aj , with j = 0, 1, 2, ..., n, can
be solved by Gauss elimination of Equation (12.20).

Figure 12.7 presents the localization results of the regression-based methods using a
second degree of polynomial for both the WiFi network and the Zigbee network under
the WINLAB experimental scenario respectively. We observed that the regression-based
lateration methods result in a better performance than the original log-distance based
lateration methods. The overall improvement of median error is above 29% in both networks. In addition, the maximum localization error is significantly reduced. The overall
improvement of maximum error is over 50% in two networks. These results indicate that
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Figure 12.7: Regression-based approach: localization error CDFs in two networks [14].

using regression-based lateration methods are effective in indoor localization.

12.4.5

Exploiting Spatial Correlation

Although radio propagation is complicated due to the placement of walls, obstacles and
movement of people in indoors, the signal propagation from close-by locations in a local
area to an anchor point is highly correlated as nearby locations face a similar propagation
environment. For instance, the locations in a regular-sized room are facing the same
radio connectivity to the access points (i.e., LOS or NLOS), and similar distance to
the anchor points. Thus, the signal propagation from a local area experiences similar
signal attenuation (due to distance) and penetration losses through walls. Therefore, the
signal propagation model may be better fitted if we just use the data collected in the local
area. Further, experimental results have provided strong evidence that shadow fading
is spatially correlated in indoors [38] due to the local area facing similar obstacles. The
correlation distance can range from several to many tens of meters [36, 38]. Therefore,
the correlated RSS measurements collected in a local area can help to characterize the
relationship between RSS and the distance, and consequently improve the localization
accuracy when applying lateration methods in unpredictable indoor environments [14].
Example 12.5 Using spatial correlation to iteratively refine the localization
results
The correlation-based method is developed in [14] by utilizing the correlated RSS
readings that are collected from a local area to fit the theoretical log-distance propagation model. The objective is to obtain more accurate distance estimations for the
wireless device, whose location belongs to that local area, based on the fitted model. The
correlation-based method refines the localization result iteratively by using the correlated
RSS in the local area.
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Figure 12.8: Correlation-based method: localization error CDFs in two networks [14].

Solution: The correlation-based method starts with a coarse-grained location estimation by using lateration with all the training data. Then, in the subsequent
iterative steps, it adaptively reduces the size of the training data by just using the
data that is close to the location estimate from the previous step. The iterative
process stops when the estimated location falls outside of the local area where the
training data comes from. The correlation method is summarized as follows.
1. Initialize. Using all the training points (xj , yj ) and corresponding RSS
{RSSij } at multiple access points (xi , yi ), with i = {1, 2, ..., M } and j =
{1, 2, ..., N }, to fit the propagation model, and obtain the initial location
(xˆ0 , yˆ0 ) according to the measured RSS {RSSi } of the wireless device using
the lateration method.
2. Iteration. Refine the wireless device’s location estimation (x̂k , ŷk ), k is the
kth iteration step, by using top Ck (Ck < Ck−1 ) closest training points to the
previous estimated location (x̂k−1 , ŷk−1 ) as training data. Ck is the number
of training points used in kth iteration step.
3. Termination. Repeat step 2 until the refined location (x̂k , ŷk ) falls outside of
the area where the Ck training points come from. Return the wireless device’s
final estimated location (x̂, ŷ) = (x̂k−1 , ŷk−1 ).

Figure 12.8 shows the localization error CDFs of correlation-based lateration methods
in the WiFi network and the Zigbee network under the WINLAB experimental scenario
when the reducing rate of the training data size is set to 50%. The correlation-based
approach significantly improves the accuracy of lateration methods in both median error
as well as maximum error. The overall improvement of median error is over 33% in both
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networks.

12.5

Conclusion and Applications

In this chapter, we have provided an overview of RSS based localization approaches
and algorithms for indoor localization. We focused in particular on the performance of
these localization techniques and advanced techniques to enhance the robustness of these
algorithms. Generally, the average localization accuracy of the RSS based localization
techniques is around 10-20 feet. We compared the performance of these algorithms
in terms of accuracy and precision, and showed by experimental evaluations that the
localization accuracy can be improved via several approaches, such as the interpolated
signal map and increased density of anchors. Because the radio propagation in indoors
is complicated due to walls, furniture, and the movement of people, the robustness of
localization algorithms is especially important in indoor environments. We thus describe
techniques on enhancing the robustness of localization, in which the enhanced localization
techniques are more robust to the environmental dynamics.
Location information can directly support a variety of location-based services or as
input to other high-level emerging pervasive applications. For example, in the healthcare
domain, doctors can directly use location information to track and monitor patients in
medical facilities, or activities can be inferred using the estimated position and higherlevel decision can be made accordingly. In the latter case, if a doctor and a nurse
are both localized in the same room as a patient, then it will be concluded that this
patient is getting treated. In the enterprise domain, location-based access control and
asset tracking exploit location information directly. And the workflow management in
industrial plants needs the location information as lower level input for a specific task.
Future trends make it likely that wireless indoor positioning systems will be integrated into a unified localization infrastructure, which can provide spatial positioning
of wireless devices across organizational boundaries, work with diverse technologies, and
support numerous applications including social networking, manufacturing, retail and
security. Therefore, some important future research directions are: how to integrate the
fragmented location systems belonging to different communities, such as indoor and outdoor positioning systems; how to work with diverse technologies, such as different wireless
devices (i.e., WiFi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, and mote sensors) and location techniques (i.e.,
data fusion, hybrid location algorithms).
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